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Enlightenment meets entertainment. If the Dalai Lama joined Wu-Tang, it might sound like this. 16 MP3

Songs in this album (51:06) ! Related styles: NEW AGE: Self-Help, HIP-HOP/RAP: Spiritual Rap People

who are interested in Krishna Das Eyedea Joseph Campbell should consider this download. Details:

Listen as wordsmith and sage Mt.Sinai weaves 15 years of study  spiritual practice into a tapestry of

sound. Delivering a message which resonates in the heart and mind, Sinais recorded music and healing

energy-charged performances assist in the spiritual evolution of the listener, and the world. Mt.Sinai

makes music for those who seek, and those who struggle. He provides a soundtrack to those in search of

peace and light, as well as those who live in darkness and chaos. Having experienced the extremes of

the spectrum, Mt.Sinai is able to entertain as he guides the listener toward the calm center we all

seekconsciously or unconsciously. Mt.Sinai was born in the mid 70s, grew up on the lowest rung of the

middle-class ladder, and came of age with punk, skateboarding, chaos  rebellion. But before death or a

jail cell could capture him, he found focus with the help of music and spiritual practice. A true student of

life, Mt.Sinai is the high school dropout whos teachers always said how smart he was. He is that

corrupted soul that sought inner peace instead of accepting the hard earned ticket to hell that had his

name on it. Through much study, spiritual seeking, and practices that include eastern philosophy,

meditation, and Freemasonry, Sinai worked to cultivate an understanding that allowed him to find peace

with himself and the world around him. Always growing and moving forward, Mt.Sinai aims to better

himself and the world around him, while always accepting the moment for what it is For the past 10 years

Sinai has dedicated himself to helping others by channeling the wisdom from his personal practice and

study into his music, and live performances. After releasing almost 50 tracks on 3 collections called the

Wise Hip Hop Mixtapes, Sinai has final brought his vision into focus with what he considers his debut

album: Beyond Words. Beyond Words bridges the seemingly expansive gap between New Age and Hip

Hop by effortlessly fusing the two worlds that have most influenced the artists personal life. In doing so,

he also brings together generations which often do not see eye to eye, but have much to offer each other.

This is part of Mt. Sinais effort to increase understanding in order to raise the consciousness of the
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masses.
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